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Oak Furniture Looks Fantastic In Any Home

Ashton furniture has bespoke stylish oak furniture which becomes a centre piece of any room. We sell good
quality oak dining furniture which consists of oak tables, chairs and oak display cabinets so you can
entertain your quests in style

Oct. 5, 2009 - PRLog -- Ashton furniture has bespoke stylish oak furniture which becomes a centre piece of
any room. We sell good quality oak dining furniture which consists of oak tables, chairs and oak display
cabinets so you can entertain your quests in style. We also have an array of elegant oak bedroom furniture,
such as an oak bed, oak wardrobe, oak chest of drawers, oak dresser and oak bedside tables in a variety of
different styles and designs from traditional to contemporary in a range of oak, so you can find the perfect
piece to suit your taste and décor. The sagacious oak tree is considered as one of the most significant trees
in the world. 

We pride ourselves on offering exquisite, custom-built, quality oak furniture at unbeatable prices; we will
try to match any internet price so you can get the best for less. We also stock solid oak furniture for the
living room and office furniture which is both unique and functional, whether you need an oak bookcase, an
oak coffee table, an oak table or desk and chair, it will transform your room into a warm, tranquil
environment that oozes lots of charm.

Oak bed - Oak chest of drawers - Oak coffee table - Oak dining furniture

Our oak dining furniture is of the highest quality can instantly become the centre piece of any home.  With
a vast selection of oak dining furniture ranging from the traditional to the modern and contemporary we are
confident that you will find the perfect dining furniture to complement your home.

Oak furniture looks fantastic in any home but is also solid and robust meaning that it can meet the demands
of modern day life while still maintaining a traditional feel.  Whether it is an oak coffee table or an oak
chest of drawers, the sturdiness and durability of oak furniture cannot be matched. At Ashton Furniture we
offer a wide variety of oak beds.  An oak bed can develop the feel of a bedroom, and is a completely
timeless; it will last for years to come without becoming dated.

We will try to price match any items that you may have seen cheaper elsewhere as we believe that you
should receive that best value product for your money.  With Ashton Furniture, we pride ourselves in our
customer service so it is vitally important to us that you are satisfied with our products.  This is why we
supply only the very best of oak furniture, with everything from an oak chest of drawers to an oak coffee
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table made from the finest of materials your satisfaction is guaranteed.

With such a wide selection of oak furniture available from Ashton Furniture, we highly recommend you
visit our show rooms so that you can find the perfect piece of furniture to complement your home.

# # #

We are a family-run business established in 1993, and trading from our current premises in Kettering in
Northamptonshire since 1995.

The quality of our furniture and the satisfaction of our customers is our no.1 priority, so you can be assured
of a friendly and efficient service at all times

--- End ---
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